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two quires of paper " 1—and accumulated fortunes of " five
and ten thousand pounds, and some of them forty and fifty
thousand pounds a man " 2. While the clothiers, it was
said, " lived poorly and got little or nothing, the merchants
have lived splendidly and laid up money " 3.
The clothiers considered it intolerable that they should
be exploited by their own agents, and invoked the aid of JSSL*1" °J
Parliament for their relief. An Act was passed in 1697
compelling the factor to demand notes of hand (bills) from
his customers for the use of the clothier4. The merchants
pronounced the Act to be impracticable. " Suppose I buy
sixty cloths per week, what an endless uncomfortable fatigue
will it be for me to give sixty notes, and these notes it may
be to sixty clothiers. Now these notes shall be ...
perhaps separated into most parts of England : do you not
think, then, it must be a very entertaining diversion for me
to be always at home or keep a man on purpose to be
always ready with money in his hand to pay these notes ? . . .
With what ease did we buy your goods of the factor before
this Act. We could then pay him £600 or £1000 at one
payment ". They also represented the danger that the
notes given by the merchant, and circulated by the clothier,
might be dishonoured owing to the debtor's defalcation
against which the factor in London could more easily guard
than the distant creditor5. The sequel to the Act is related
in a pamphlet written in 1739 6: " For a little while this
Act had its desired effect; these notes were immediately
returned to the clothier, who carried them to market for
wool, etc., and by that means made them answer in trade
almost as well as cash itself. The factors, thus stripped of
the most valuable part of their business, immediately
concerted such measures as rendered the whole Act in-
1 Reasons of the Decay of the Clothing Trade.   By a Well-Wisher (1691), 9.
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